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ABSTRACT 
Let 9: X -r+ Y be a morphism of an additive category with an involution *. Then 
Q, has a Moore-Penrase inverse with respect o * iff ++* -k q*r) is inv&ible for some 
a&hi&or 7): N+ X of $ iff there ex4st.s an object 2 and morphisms a: X 4Z, 
@:Z-*Z, y:Z4Y such that $==a/?~, f12=#=/3*, a/3=a, py=y, and a*ai- 
1, - /3 and yy*i- 1, -/3 arc! invertible. In this case, # = rp*(rp#*+ q*q)-’ = 
y*(yy*-t 1, - /3)-'(a% + 1, - /3)-Ia*. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let #: X +Y be a morphism in an additive category Q with an 
involution *. Known characterizations for the existence of the Moore-Penrose 
inverse up’ often presuppose additional conditions on either ~1 or ‘3’: for 
example, it may be assumed that 9 has a kernel [7, 131 or an (epic, manic) 
factorization [ 111, or that Q is ‘“proper” [6,8). Such conditions, however, are 
not necessary for the exiritence of @+. The purpose of this paper is to 
formulate and establish necessary as well as sufficient conditions for the 
existence of $J+ that include as special cases these known results. 
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We begin in the next section with a discussion of generalized invertibility 
of symmetric morphisms. We include some observations about the role of 
propemes as it pertains to the existence of MoorePenrose inverses. Next, we 
provide existence criteria for Moore-Penrose inverses of morphisms in addi- 
tive categories. We note that previously established characterizations, which 
assume that the morphism has either an (epic, manic) factorization or a 
kernel, then follow as corollaries. Finally, we consider the existence of the 
MoomPenrose inverse of a morphism that is a priori related to a symmetric 
morphism: for example, it may be known that the given morphism is 
equivalent to a symmetric idempotent. We provide three applications of our 
theorem, establishing results that have recently appeared in the literature. 
The reader is referred to [7, 10-141 for preliminaries and additional 
background on this paper. 
1. SYMMETRIC MORJXISMS 
Let %? be a category with an involution *. (See, for example, [ll, p. 1311.) 
A morphism (I: X + X of @ is said to be symmetric with respect to * 
provided cr.* = cr. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let O: X + X be a symmetric morphism of V. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(1) u has a Moore-Penruse inverse utU 
.(2) u has a group inverse 8. 
(3) There exists a morphism p of V such that pu2 = CT. 
In this case, u t = u*= pup* is symmetric. 
Proof. Let (I* = u: X --$ X. 
(l)+(2): Given ut, then u’*=u*+ =ut and uu+=(uu+)*=u+*u*=utu. 
Thus, u+ is also the group inverse of u. (See, for example, [12, p. 158J or [l3, 
P. 721.) 
(2) + (3): Given a”, choose p = a*. 
(3) --) (1): Let pa2 = uforsome~:X~X.Thenu2~*=uanduu*~*=u 
= pu*u. By [la, Lemma 3 (iii)], u+ = pup*. 
In case of the existence of ut and a”, the final statement of Lemma 1.1 is 
a consequence of the uniqueness of each. 
MOOREPENROSEXNVERSES 
EXAWLE 1.1. Let 
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II= ; : :2+2 
( 1 
be a morphism in the category dr,st of finite matrices over the integers 
module 2 with the involution ’ of transpose. Since or = u and a2 is the zero 
morphism, it is evident from part (3) of Lemma 1.1 that neither the 
Moore-Penrose nor the group inverse of u exists, 
An immediate application of Lemma 1.1 is the observation that a sym- 
metric idempotent u* = u = u2 is its own &we-Penrose and group inverse. 
LEMMA 1.2. If 9: X --) Y is a wwrphism with I(: Mcm~~Pcnm~~ inverse 
#:Y-,X in 0, then $+*:X --+ X has a Moore-Penrose intmse, ($$D*)+ = 
cP+*@+, cP+ = cp*GM*)+, and O$$*)(W*)+ = 9Qrtw 
Roof. Let up’ exist. Since $N#* is symmetric and 
(4J+*~+) W”)” = @+*@+w*9@* 
= ,‘*( rp+@)*$*w* = (w*@+4)@+)* 
= (99*w+)* = (w+)%9*)* = w+w* = 99*, 
by Lemma 1,l (cp@*)+ exists and 
Furthermore, 
and 
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The existence of (#$*)’ does not guarantee the existence of c$. In 
particular, in Example 1.1 above, 
1 1 
“=l 1 ( 1 
is such that out = u2 = 0 has a Moore-Penrose inverse, but (I itself does not. 
The existence of et, however, has previously been characterized in terms 
of properties that involve both of the symmetric products ++* and +*$. 
Specifically, +* exists iff there ex& solutions c and v to the unilateral 
equations r_r$*(rp = Cp and ++*v = 9. (See [8, p. 4071 or [ll, Lemma 3, p. 
1331.) A solution to only one of these equations is not sufficient. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. Let 
9=(; ;):242 
be a morphism in the category .k’z of finite matrices over the integers with 
the involution T of matrix transpose. If 
/L= ; ; :2-,2, 
( ) 
then r.c$J+ = #L However, there is no solution to the second unilateral 
equation, and Cp fails to possess a Moore-Penrose inverse. 
We now provide a critetion for the existence of opt hat involves the single 
product ++*. First, however, we require a definition. We say that a mor- 
phism Q: X * Y is a multiple of a morphism j3: X -, Y provided that yJ3 = 
a=/3y2 for some y,:X+X and T~:Y+Y. 
THEOREM 1. Let +: X + Y be a morphism of a category with an 
involution *. l’7aen the fillowing statements are equivalent: 
(1) $ has a Moore-Penrose inverse # with respect to *. 
(2) There exists a symmetric idempotmt e: X + X that is a multiple of 
q.+* such that + = E+. 
(3) There exists a multiple (1~: X --) X of +j~* such that + = a$. 
In this cae, (P’ = +*(+/Q*)‘, where (++*)j is a multiple of +p*, and both 
the E of (2) and the a of (3) are equd to +$. 
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Proof. 
by c = cp$+. 
(1) 4 (2): By Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2, given (l), then (2) is satisfied 
(2) --) (3): Obvious. 
(3) 4 (1): Given (3), let up = ar$ with yl(#$*) = a = (@*)y* It follows 
that (r&X@*@) = @ = (TV? and9 by [ll, Lemma 31, 9’ = 
(Y&)*Wl~)*~ 
In this case, by Lemma 1.2, cpt = q*(@$*)‘, where (+#*)’ = @+*[(@@*)+I2 
= Kw*)+l %fb* is a multiple of $@*. Also, the existence of +f uniquely 
determines the a of (3). Indeed, with the notation of the proof (3) 4 (1) 
ab&e, 
= YkWYz)W* = (Y,44@*(Y24&* 
= [44Y2#)*4p(Y#)*l* =(99’)* = W’* 
Likewise, the idempotent of (2) is necessarily L = cp~$. 
By interchanging the roles of @ and $* in Theorem 1, it is clear that cp+ 
exists iff there exists a symmetric dempotent c that is a multiple of (P*+ such 
that @ = 9~. In this case, cpt = (@*e)‘$*, where (+%#v)’ is a multiple of @*9, 
and e is necessarily ~p$. 
A consequence of Theorem 1 is the observation that limitations on the 
available symmetric idempotents impose limitations on the possible mor- 
phisms which possess Moore-Penrose inverses. For example, if V is such that 
its only symmetric idempotents are the identity morphisms, then the only 
morphisms of V with Moore-Penrose inverses are those that are invertible: 
Cp#=l, and &=l, imply@=@-‘. 
As noted above, the existence of 9’ requires the existence of ($J@*)‘, but 
not conversely. The following corollary characterizes the existence of C$ in 
terms of the existence of ($#*)+ together with the property of *-cancellation. 
(See, for example, [ll, p. 1321.) 
COROL~Y 1.1. Let the conditions be as in 22eorem 1. %+n the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(1) Q, has a Moore-Penrose inverse. 
(2) ++* has a Moore-Penrose inverse and 9 is *-cancelable. 
(3) +$* has a Moore-Penrose inverse and cp = ++*(++*)@L 
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Proof. (1) + (2): Let QI’ exist, and suppose that pee* = a++*. Since 
(p+*+‘* = +(&#)* = +#+ = +, then pi, = a+. Since *cancellation on the 
right implies *-cancellation on the left, then r#~ is *cancelable. 
(2) + (3): Given (2), since ~p+*(Cp+*)~@+* = +#J*, then by *cancellation, 
cp+*(+**)‘+ =+* 
(3) 4 (1): This is a consequence of Theorem 1, part (3), with cy = 
++*(9+*)’ = <#J*>‘++*. 
EXAMPLE 1.3. Let A consist of a single object and four morphisms 
1,2,4,8 with composition determined by multiplication module 12; let the 
involution be the identity mapping. By part (3) of Corollary 1.1, the mor- 
phism 8, but not the morphism 2, possesses a Moore-Penrose inverse: 
sp&ficaUy, 
8.8” = 4 = 2.2*, 4’= 4, and (88*)(8*8*)‘8 = 8 
but (2*2*)(2.2*)‘- 2 f 2. Alternatively, 8, but not 2, is *cancelable: p .8*8* 
=a=8.8* implies p.4 =o.4, hence p*8=a*8, but 1.2.2*=4*2*2* with 
l-2 # 4.2. 
A zero morphism is a morphism of ‘%’ that is both constant and cocon- 
stant. (See, for example, [3, p. 491.) Some categories do not contain zero 
morphisms; such is the case in Example 1.3. Others may contain several zero 
morphisms in a given homC4(X, Y ). In a bategory with an involution*, 
however, each horn&X, Y ) contains at most one zero morphism: indeed, if 
0: X 4 Y and 0 : X 4 Y are zero morphisms, then since, in particular, 8 is 
constant and 0 is coconstant, 
8 = 1,e = (oo*)e = o(o*@ = 01, = 0. 
(See also [3, Lemma 8.7, p. 501.) 
Some of the literature on Moore-Penrose inverses requires that the cate- 
gories under consideration be “proper” in the sense that if ++* is a zero 
morphism then Q itself must be a zero morphism. (See, for example, [8, p. 
4061 and [6, p. 5251.) Clearly, the category need not be proper to give 
meaning to the notion of a Moore-Penrose inverse. However, if the category 
is not proper, then, as is now demonstrated, there must exist morphisms in 
the category that fail to possess Moore-Penrose inverses. 
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COROLLARY 1.2. Let the conditions be as in Theorem 1. Then cp = 0: X 
-*YisazmommphismifandonZyif~t$“=O:X-+Xisammmphism 
and $J has a Moore-Penrose inverse. 
Proof. Let Q, = 0: X + Y be a zero morphism. Since a morphism that 
factors through a zero morphism is itself zero, then $B+* = 0: X --) X is a zero 
morphism. (See, for example, [3, Proposition 8.4, p, 471.) Also, it is clear that 
$B’ = 0* : Y + X satisfies the Moore-Penrose equations. 
Conversely, suppose that et exists and that (p+* = 0: X --) X is a zero 
morphism. Ry Corollary 1.1, + = (++*)($J@*) ‘$B = OO*+ is zero. 
EYUMPLE 1.4. Let AC be the category of finite matrices over the field 
of complex numbers with the involution T of transpose. Then $ = (1, i): 1 -+ 2 
is not zero, but @$ = (0): 1 + 1 is zero, consequently, t#~ does not possess a 
Moore-Penrose inverse in this category. 
An obvious consequence of Corollary 1.2 is the observation that if every 
morphism of V has a MoorePenrose inverse, then the category itself is 
proper. The converse is not valid. The categories of Examples 1.2 and 1.3 are 
proper, but not every morphism of these (categories has a MoorePenrose 
inverse. The first example satisfies the *cancellation law, the second does 
not; both fail to be regular in the sense that not every morphism has an inner 
inverse. A necessary and sufficient condition for a category V to have every 
morphism possess a Moore-Penrose inverse is that Q both be regular and 
satisfy *cancellation. 
(In an additive category with an involution *, such as we consider in the 
next section, *-cancellation and properness are equivalent properties.) 
2. ADDITIVE CATEGORIES 
In this section we consider additive categories with an involution. (See, 
for example, [3, pp. 305-3061 or [lo, p. 2881.) Every horn&X, Y) of such a 
category V contains a unique zero morphism 0: X + Y. Example 1.2 is an 
additive category; Example 1.3 is not. 
LEMMA 2. Let 77 : N --) X and $I: X --) Y be mmphisms of an additive 
category with inuolution * such that q+=O:N-,Y is a zero morphism. 
Then q and $B have Moore-Penrose inverses $: X --, N and et: Y + X with 
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respect to * such that +$ + qtq = 1, if and only if Cp+* + q*q is inuettibZe. 
In this case, 
+‘=+*(cp+*+q*tl) -l, Tj+ =(+t#b* -tq*?j) - l?j*, 
a?ad 
I’%$. Let q+$ = 0, and suppose that 7~’ and ++ exist with +@+ q+q = 1,. 
By Lemma 1.2, c~$D* : X --) X and q*q: X -B X have Moore-Penrose inverses, 
and since e*q* = (v$J)’ = 0: X --) N, 
(MJ*+ ,I*9)(w*)++(rl*d+) 
Similarly, [($I+*)’ + (q*q)t]($$* + q*q) = 1,. Thus, up@* + q*q is invertible 
with inverse (@@*)+ (q*q)+. 
Conversely, suppose that ++* + q*q is invertible. Since (#w#* + q*q)@$* 
= (p@*@$*, then (f#~@* + q*~)-‘(++*)~ = @#*. By Lemma 1.1, (p+* has the 
Moore-Penrose inverse 
Moreover, since $$J* + q*q commutes with @?~r*, and ($wj~* + q*q)$ = (P$*@, 
then 
f-fence, by Coro!laii 1.1, 9’ exists. In particular, 
f#P+ = t#b*(qM#b*)+ = ~*+$*(~t$*i- q*Tj) -2 = c$*(c$+*+ q*q) -I. 
AnalogOuSly, 9’ = (f#@* + q*q)-“q*. Since +#* + q*q commutes with $$*, 
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we have @c$ + $q = $J$*($@* + q*q)-’ + (++* + q*q)-‘q*q = (+~p* + 
3W- ‘(W,* + 77*1) = 1,. 
If q@ = 0: M-, Y is the zero morphism, then we shall call the morphism 
q:N+X an annihilator of the morphism @X*Y. Dually, we call C/B a 
coannihilator of q. 
THEOREM 2. Let up: X --) Y be a morphism of an additiue categoy with 
an inuolutdon *. Then the following statements are equiuaknt: 
(1) $ hers a MoorePennxe inverse. 
(2) Themexistsanannihilatorq:N~Xof~suchthat+~*+~*q:X-) 
X is inuertible. 
(3) There exists a symmetric idempotent c=c~=E*:X-,X sirch that 
9 = E+ and cp+* + 1, - 6 is inuertible. 
(4) ThereexistsanobjectZandmcnphismsa:X+Z, /3:Z-,Z,y:Z+ 
Y such that (4.1) cp = afly, (4.2) f12 =fl=/3*, (4.3) afi - a, fly = y, (4.4) 
a*a -t 1, - j3 and yy* + 1, - /I are inuertibk 
(5) ThereexistsanobjectZand~hismsp:X-*Z, a:Z-,Z, o*:Z+ 
2, o: Z +Y such that (5.1) cpl= our, (5.2) CT* = u, (5.3) a& = a, (5.4) 
&Jp*pu + 1, - &J and urPu8 + 1, - ua^ are inuertible. 
In this case, 
=cp*(@$*+l,--r) -l 
S I’*( urr*uo1+ 1, - us) -‘u( &rp*pu + 1, - do) -$I* 
for euery B satisfi(ing (8, f or euety e satisfiing (3), for eueq a, 8, y 
satisj$ng (4), and for eueq~ p, u, 6,r satisj@ng (5). 
Proof. (i) --) (2) If ~JJ+ exists, since (1, - Cp#)@ = 0, then q = 1, - (P$J+ is 
an annibilator of $8 such that q* = rj = q2 = $; in particukr, +# $_ q+q = @ 
+ (1, - cp#) = 1, and, by Lemma 2, +$J* + q*q is invertible. 
(2) --) (3): Given (2), then by Lemma 2, (p’ exists: indeed, $’ = $*(W* + 
q*?p. Let E = $9’ : x --) X; then E is a symmetric idempotent such that 
C/J = E*. Moreover, since 1, - c is an annihilator of $ with (1, - C)+ = (1, - E) 
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and w’ + (1, - ~)‘(l, - E) = l,, then again by Lemma 2, +Cp* + 1, - z = +tj~* 
+(I, - c)*(I* - C) is invertible; also, +’ = +*(+#B* +1, - E)-‘. 
(3) --, (4): Given (3), let Z = X, a = /3 = E, and y = +. Then (4.1), (4.2), 
ad (4.3) are satisfied; also, CY*CY + I, - /3 = ebb -i- 1, - c -c- i, is invertibie, and 
by hypothesis, yy* + 1, - j? = t#$* + I, - c is invertible. 
(4) + (5): Given (4), let p = u, 6 = u = j3, and T = y. It follows that each 
of the conditions of (5) are satisfied. 
(5) -+ (I): Given (S), let 
p = &Tp*po + 1, - &a, v = OTT%6 + lz - cd. 
‘p9Te show that ~*v-~up-~p* is the Moore-Penrose inverse of PUT. First, since 
up = a( tFup*pu + 1, - th) = up*pu 
is symmetric, then up. = (up)* = p*u* = p*u, and (up-‘)” = (p-‘)*u* = 
(IL*)-ru = up-’ is also symmetric. Similarly, v-r0 is symmetric. Second, 
since 
s33p ‘- 6u( o”up*po + 1, - 60) = &Jp*pu 
L a^Gp*pua’G = ( &Xp*pG -) i, - a^U) &J = p&G, 
then 60.~-’ = p”-%^a. Likewise, v- ‘a& = aa^l*-‘. 
car ~qxntly 
= /3(UTT*d + 1, - Ua^)U&‘-‘U/l--p* 
is symmetric because (up-r)* = up-‘. Likewise, 
(?*V-‘U/@p*)(pflT) = T*(V-b)T 
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is symmetric. Moreover, 
= pat%vp-lp*poT = pup-*&Jp*pur 
= pup- ‘aup = pa&up-*p7 = pm. 
Similarly, (7*y-1u~L1~*)(pu7)(~*v-1u~-1~*) = (7*vB1qkV1@). Hence, 
(par)’ = T*V-bpp*. 
The corresponding formulas for C$ follow from the preceding calculations. 
In particular, the formula for (4) is a specialization of (5) with the observation 
that p = u = o^ commutes with p-’ and that y*fl* = y*. 
Theorem 2 says in particular that the existence of a Moore-Penrose 
inverse depends upon the existence of an appropriate annihilator. Dually, the 
same is true about an appropriate coannihilator. 
CsRoLLARY 2.1. Let the conditions be as in Theorem 2. Then there 
exists an annihilator 9 of I+ such that up+* + q*q is invertible if and only if 
there exist a coannihilutor y of $I such that +*$ + yy* is invertible. 
Proof. There is a morphism q : N --) X with q+ = 0 and (p$* + q*q 
invertible iff r$ exists iff c$*’ exists iff there is a morphism y* : M --) Y with 
Y*+* = 0 and $*t$** + y**y* invertible iff there is a morphism y: Y 4 M 
with spy = 0 and (p*@ + yy* invertible. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let V? be the additive category consisting of the single 
object cc, morphisms which are infinite matrices over the integers E with at 
most a finite number of nonzero entries in each row and each column, 
composition of matrix multiplication and addition, and involution of trans- 
pose. Let C/I = (@i j) : 00 + co have every entry zero except (pp+ r,p = 1, p = 
192 ,... . AlSO, let 17 =(~ij):oO 3 oo have every entry zero except qll = 1. 
Then q~, = 0, cp+* + $77 = I,, and Qt = 9*. The or& coanniiator of G is 
zero, but $*$I + 00* = 1,. 
An annihilator ‘q of $I such that (p@* + q*q is invertible is not uniquely 
determined. This is illustrated in the preceding example: if @ is as in Example 
2.1 and qi is the infinite matrix with 1 in position (i, 1) and zero elsewhere, 
then vi+ = 0 and (p\@* +qTr/i = 1,. 
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In general, however, if v : N --) X and fj : 3 3 X are annihilators of (I such 
that_ $e* + q*u and up+,* + $*$ are invertible, then there exists a morphism 
5: N 3 iV such that fi = eq. Specifically, 
Next, we provide two known results as corollaries of Theorem 2. First, we 
give a characterization of the existence of the Moore-Penrose inverse of a 
morphism that has an (epic-manic) factorization; in particular, we note that 
the form of the Moore-Penrose inverse due to C. C. Ma&&fee follows as a 
special case of part (4) of Theorem 2. (Compare, for example, [ll, p. 1351.) 
Second, we observe that part (2) of Theorem 2 contains the essence of a 
portion of the recent results on morpbisms with kernels. (See [13, p. 661.) 
COROUARY 2.2. Let the conditions be as in Theorem 2. If + = +1#2, 
where up 1 : K + Z is epic and & : Z + Y is mmic, then C/B ha-s a Moore-Penrose 
inverse ifl C/B& : Z 4 Z ad I&& : Z -+ Z are invertible. 
In this case, C$ = ~2*(~~~~)-‘(9~~1)-‘~Y, 
Proof. Let 9 be so factored with #$i and @&g invertible. Then 
condition (4) of Theorem 2 is satisfied with p = $r, <I = l,, and T = &. In 
particular, et= ~2*(~2~~)-1(~~~l)-1~T, which is a familiar formula usually 
credited to Ma&&fee. (See, for example, [l, pp. 23-241.) 
Conversely, suppose that $+ exists. Then @A = (p+@, exists. (See [lo, p. 
2891.) Since ~p2 is manic, then the only annihilators of &, are zero. Conse- 
quently, by an application of Theorem 2 to the morphism up,, it follows that 
&,$~ is invertible. Analogously, the only coannibfators of @i are zero; thus, 
$$#Q is invertible. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let the conditions be as in Theorem 2. If K: K + X is 
a kernel of +: X --, Y, then C#B has a Moore-Penrose inverse ifi++* + K*K: X + 
X is invertible. 
In this case, # = Cp*(Cp#* + K*K)‘~. 
Proof. Let K: K +X be a kernel of 9: X 3 Y. In particular, K is an 
annihilator of $. Hence, if (P$D* + K*K is invertible, then # = $*($@* + K*K)-I. 
Conversely, suppose that # exists. By the definition of a kernel, 1, - @$ 
= &K for some 5: X --* K. Since K~K = K and K is manic, then K[ = 1,. 
Consequently, e = K’ and $9’ + K’K = 1,. By Lemma 2, @@* I- K*K is invert- 
ible. 
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EXAMPLE 2.2. Let V be the subcategory of 
consisting of the following objects and morphisms: 
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A, in Example 1.2 
(0) 1 
C 
* 23; f) 
0 
with a,bEP. Then 
9=(; i)=(i)0 0) 
has an (epic-manic) factorization, but no kemal nor cokemel in Q. On the 
other hand, 
has a kernel K = (1,0) : 13 2, but does not possess an (epic+monic) factoriza- 
tion in 0. However, with the involution T of matrix transpose, q is an 
annihilator of + such that $@ + qTq = 1,; in particular, (P+ = +T = +, and 
qt = qT I q* 
3. REDUCTION TO SYMMETRIC MORPHISMS 
If + is as in Theorem 2 with Moore-Penrose inverse #, then, in particu- 
lar, ‘tie morphisms of part (5) satisfy 
u = a( cifJp*p + 1, - a^a) - l&a 
= u71*( cr7T*0bA + 1, - d) - la. 
That is, the existence of +t requires the existence of morphisms fi and 4 such 
that j_$u = uri?. We say that t$ is (p, a^, r)-reduced to the symmetric mor- 
phism u provided p: X +Z,u:Z+Z,+r:Z--,Y,and&Z+Zandaresuch 
that + = PUT, II* = u, u&r = u, and &a = u = u& for some 6: Z + X and 
+: Y + Z. (Compare [S].) 
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THEOREM 3. Let up : X 4 Y be a morphism of an additiue category V 
with an inuolution *. Zf $I is (p, 6, r beduced to the symmetric morphism 
a:Z-*Z, then qD+ existsi. 
&Tp*pa + 1, - 60, 
are inuertible. 
Zkof. Given the invertibility of the respective morphisms, the existence 
of et is guaranteed by Theorem 9 Conversely, suppose that 9 is (p, 3, T> 
reduced to the symmetric morphism u and that 9’ exists. Then, with 
fipu = u = u6, 
Next, 
(@++*T*ut?u)( o^up*pa) = c?‘fjl+*T*up*pu 
= CqS#B+*T*u*p*pu = @( pWr@‘)*pu 
= c$( @@+)*pU = 6@j.$+pU = &I( UTe+pU) 
= @pa = 60, 
and 
(o^Up*pU)( o^UTf#)+fi*&Y) = &Jp*pUT~+~*o^U = o^Up*@~+;*o^U 
= 6u( &M/J’p)*&Y = o”u( j3puTC#+p)*Bu 
= 8U*( UT~+~)*&J = t?( UTc$+pU)*&J 
=&F&r =&7&J = a^u. 
Consequently, since &rp*pu = o^up*pu~% has both a left and a right iwerse 
in the subcategory of morphisms c?u%?&J on the object 2, then &rp*pu + 1, 
- &J is invertible in %‘. (See [4].) Similarly, UTT*U~^ + 1, - a6 is invertible. 
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COROLLARY 3.1. Let 9: X + Y be a morphism in an additive category 
with an involution *. 
(i) IfLs= E* = c:X-,Xand$:Y-,Xaresuchthat@=c@andr=&, 
then @+ exists ifi cp@* +1, - Q is invertible. 
(ii) Ifa:X-,Z, /~:Z-D& y:Z4Y, &:24X, y:Y+Zaresuch that 
*=a@y, fle=@=/3*, a@=a, @y=y, and Ba=p=yp, then @+ existsi.. 
a*a + 1, - j3 and yy* + 1, - /3 zLre invertibk. 
Proof. (i): By hypothesis, 9 is (z, e, ~p)reduced to the symmetric idem- 
potent E. Consequently, since e2 = c = e* and 9 = r$, then # exists iff 1, 
and +cp* + 1; - Q are invertible. 
(ii): By hypothesis, @ is (a, p, y >reduced to p. Since a/3 = a, fly = y, and 
p2 = p = fi*, the conclusion is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3. 
COROLLARY- 3.2. Let a: X --) X be a symmetric morph&m in an additive 
category with an involution *. Then (I has a Moore-Penrose inverse if (1) [I 
is regular, and (2) if aa^u = u, then u2a^ +1, - a6 is invertible. 
Proof. Suppose that u + exists. Clearly u is regular. If U&J = u, then 
(aa^)u(o^u) = u, (u6)u = u = u( AT), and u is (a& a^, a^u)-reduced to itself; by 
Theorem 3, since u&*u = u* = u, 
a( su)(ou)*uS + 1, - a& = a26 + lz - at+ 
is invertible. 
Conversely, let 15 be such that U&J = u and a26 - 1, - a6 is invertible. 
Since (a26 + 1, - &)a = e2, then (a26 + 1, - u6)-ru2 = u, and, by part (3) 
of Lemma 1.1, u+ exists. 
We conclude this paper by listing three other consequences of Theorem 3. 
APPLICATION 3.1 (See [9, p. 1961). Let A,, be the additive category of 
finite matrices over a principal ideal domain A, and let * be any involution 
on dB If $: m 4 n is in &A, then (see, for example, [2, p. 1761) there exist 
invertible matrices 
(p,,p,):m-,r+(m-r) and 
71 ( 1 72 :r+(n-r)+n 
and a diagonal matrix S=dg(d,,d,,...,d,) with d,=d2= -9. =d,=l, 
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,,.3+1 not a unit in A, andd,,,ld,+II l .a Id, such that ..F 
Then $ ha-s Q Moore-Penrose inverse iff s = T and pfpl and rlrl* are 
invertible. 
Proof. If 9’ exists, then + in Aa is (E, c, +)reduced to some symmetric 
idempotent q and the nonzero invariant factors of $B and B are identical; 
since e is idempotent, this means that the nonzero invariant factors of + are 
units; that is, in the representation above, s = r and 6 = 1,. 
Now, since p1 is left invertible and 71 is right invertible, s = T implies 
that + is ( pl, 1 t, TV )-reduced to 1,; consequently, Application 2.1 is a special 
case of Corollary 3.1@). H 
APPLICATION 3.2 (See [4]). Let A, be the additive category of finite 
matrices over a semisimple artinian ring R. If (p: m --) n is in AR, then there 
exist invertible matrices 
(pl,pz):m+r+(m-r) and Tl ( 1 l r+(n-r)+n 72 - 
and a diagonal idempotent S: a + T such that 
If * is an involution on ~‘4, such that 8* = 8, then # exists i#Spfp$ + 1, 
- 6 and &,r,*S -t 1, - S are invertible. 
Proof. By hypothesis, if 
:r+(m-r)+m and (eI,62):n-,r+(n-r) 
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are the respective inverses of 
aen by choosing a = p#, fi = S, y = lhl, 6 = &, and 9 = $1, the conch&on 
follows from Corollary 3.&i). 8 
APPLICATION 3.3 (Compare [5]). Let AR be &e category of finite 
matrices ooer an a&tray ring R with an identity, and let + be an involution 
on A,. Suppose that 
with p:m*m and h:n*n inver&ble and c:r-,r idempotent. Then +f 
exists with respect o *i~thefeexistmorphimsS:r-,t,5:t~r~~~~hthQt 
rdtgm, 
(I = 
1, ( 1 0 1g:t+t 
is symmetric with respect o *, l[[ = I, and 
&Jp*po + 1, - C%Y, UTT*d + 1, - UC? 
and inuertible, where 
1, 
P'P o 9 ( 1 c = S(l,,O)A, and o^= 5&o). 
Roof. Suppose that +t exists. Let 
t=m, and {= (l,,,O)X+tc(-I*. 
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is symmetric, and, since &&,0)X = (l,,O)p-‘+, 
= (1,,o)y-l+r’ ; = 1. 
( 1 
Now, whenever 5: 7 3 t and 5: t + r are such that 
is symmetric and 1st = 1, then with 
P=P 
1, ( 1 o 9 7 = 5(l,,O)L 6 = (1,,o)p-‘7 
a^ =5&o), and e=X-l 
it follows that 9 is (p, 6, T)-reduced to CT. Hence, the conclusion is a 
consequence of Theorem 3. 
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